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Note: Question paper is divided into three parts.

Section - A

Note: Question No. 1 is compulsory. Question

carries 10 marks.

1. “The importance of the Consumer Protection

Act lies in promoting welfare of the society by

enabling the consumer to participate directly

in the market economy. It attempts to remove

the helplessness of a consumer who faces

powerful business described as ‘a network of

rackets’ or of a society in which ‘producers have

secured power ‘to rob the rest’ and the might

Section - C

Note: Each question carries 15 marks.

5. (a) The word “deficiency” has been defined in

the Consumer Protection Act. Explain by

means of examples and cases.

(b) Suresh arranged a dinner on the occasion

of his grandson’s birthday in a hotel. The

rate was settled at Rs. 200/- and sum or

Rs. 5,000/- was given as an advance. The

dinner party continued till late at night.

The guests were dissatisfied with the

quality of food served as it was sub-

standard and stale. Next morning Suresh

and other family members have serious

stomach upset and are treated by a Doctor

for food poising. Other guests also had

similar trouble. Suresh filed a complaint

before the District Forum for ‘deficiency

in service and compensation.

          If you were the Advocate for the

appellant what would be your argument

and how much compensation could you ask

for ? On the other hand if you were the

Advocate for the defendant, what would be

your argument ?
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of the public bodies which are degenerating

into store-houses of inaction, leaving the

common man helpless, bewildered and

shocked. The enactment in these unbelievable

yet harsh realties appears to be a silver lining,

which in the course of time will succeed in

checking the rot.” Elucidate.

Section - B

Note: Each question carries 10 marks.

2. Insurance against third parties is an integral

part of the Motor Vehicles Act Decide in the

following cases whether the Insurance

Company will have to pay under the ‘third party’

clause. Give reasons for your answer.

(a) Death of a Government Servant travelling

in an official jeep.

(b) Death of a labourer travelling on a truck

in the course of employment.

(c) Death of a person travelling in a car where

the driver does not have a driving license.

(d) Injury to the owner of the goods travelling

in the vehicle.

(e) Death of a pillar rider

3. With millions of motor vehicles on the road

and the increasing number of accidents the

necessity arose of having a law to regulate the

motor vehicles and to compensate the accident

victims. With this object in view the Motor

Vehicles Act was passed. Give the objects of

the Act and its essential features. Do you think

that the Act should be constantly amended to

tackle the present-day situation of increase

in the number of motor vehicles on the road

consequently the tremendous increase in

accidents ? Discuss.

OR

Point out the difference between a

Comprehensive policy and an Insurance

against third party risks. Illustrate your

answer by means of examples.

4. Point out the difference between a ‘Contract

Carriage’, State Carriage and ‘Goods Vehicles’.

OR

Are the following incorporation in the definition

of ‘Motor Vehicle’ ?

(i) Dumpers

(ii) Tractor

(iii)Trolley attached to a tractor

(iv) A battery driver vehicle



OR

“Unfair Trade Practice” has a special

significance in the Consumer Protection Act”.

Discuss.

6. ‘A’ had purchased an air ticket for himself, his

wife and daughter for a single journey on 21st

March, 2015. Unfortunately he lost the ticket.

However, he had a copy of the ticket. Despite

that the airlines made him pay the fare again.

He filed  a complaint before the District Forum

for this illegal realization of double fare for a

single journey mentioning that the action on

the part of the Airlines amounted to not only

serious deficiency in its service, but also to

highly unfair trade practice. He also claimed

a compensation for the purchase of air tickets

again and the harassment meted to him.

What would be your opinion in this matter ?

If you were representing the Airlines what

argument would you make to counter the

complaint of Mr. ‘A’ ?
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OR

The District Forum is the first redressible

agency to hear the complaint of the consumer.

Give in detail the procedure for the redressal

of the grievance of the complainant, including

jurisdiction of the District Forum.
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